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ABSTRACT
Design of experiment and analysis techniques for fuel consumption data using
heavy-duty diesel vehicles and on-road testing
Sarah A. Mills
Chassis dynamometer and on-road testing are usually employed to test vehicle operation.
Testing on a chassis dynamometer reduces data variability compared to on-road testing due to the
controlled environment but it does not account for other important variables that affects real-world
vehicle operation. This study used on-road testing to investigate the differences between two test
fuels under real-world conditions. Three heavy-duty diesel vehicles were driven on different routes
for a period of three months. Each vehicle was instrumented with flow meters to gather fuel
consumption data, which was then compared to the fuel rate broadcasted by the engine control unit
(ECU). Additionally, the driveshaft torque was measured using a strain gage and a torque
transmitter, which was used to confirm that the output torque was correlated to the vehicle’s fuel
consumption. Data from both the ECU and the sensors were stored on a portable activity
measurement system (PAMS), which also collected global positioning system (GPS) data and
ambient conditions. The experimental procedure was based on SAE J1321. Due to the proprietary
nature of the data, specific results of the study were not shown. However, the thesis details the
design of experiments, including the selection, installation, benefits, and limitations of using
additional sensors to improve data analysis. It also discusses the data storage and methods used for
data analysis with the considerably large data sets obtained in the study. For example, while ~4.5
million data points were collected for each vehicle and each month of testing, more than 55% of
the data points were discarded due to idling, engine cutoff during downhill operation, and adverse
weather conditions. With respect to data analysis, the principal component analysis (PCA)
identified the variables that caused the most variability in the datasets. PCA and data binning were
used to compare datasets and determine the differences between them. The results show that the
route with the most interstate data supplied the highest number of usable data points. Moreover,
the ECU fuel consumption was consistent with the flow meter data with an average percent error
of 2.5%. Measuring the engine torque using a torque meter can be difficult for on-road testing due
to the excessive vibration experienced by the sensor.
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1. Introduction and Objectives

Introduction
Heightened online shopping is increasing freight delivery inside cities [1]. As the fuel is a
major component of the freight-delivery cost to the companies, any improvement in fuel economy
will result in major cost benefits over the lifetimes of the delivery truck [2]. Moreover, fuel
consumption is directly proportional to carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions [3]. According to the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), transportation (which includes both heavy-duty vehicles
and passenger cars) contributed 28% of the total greenhouse gas emissions in 2016 [4]. There is
motivation to reduce the CO2 emissions to keep the CO2 concentration at or below 450 ppm by
2050 in order to “help to put the planet onto a longer term path to environmental sustainability
[5].” An 80% decrease in CO2 emissions from the 1990 CO2 level is the goal to achieve by 2050
[5].

Objectives
Hellstrom et al. [2] found that just a few-percent improvement in fuel consumption can
cause a substantial decrease in the cost to use the vehicle over its lifetime. The objective of this
work was to develop a method for capturing differences in on-road engine operation (fuel
consumption, efficiency, emissions, etc.) for vehicles operating using two different fuels. This
objective was achieved by:
•

Operating three heavy-duty diesel vehicles (1 control vehicle and 2 test vehicles) on
specified routes for a period of 3 months
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•

Collecting and storing data from parameters broadcasted by the engine control unit (ECU)
at a frequency of 10 Hz

•

Utilizing flow meters to measure fuel consumption and a torque meter to measure torque
on the driveshaft

•

Collecting GPS and ambient condition data from a portable activity monitoring system
(PAMS)

•

Completing statistical analysis to compare datasets from each segment of testing to
determine differences in engine parameters for each fuel
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2. Literature Review
Procedures to Measure Fuel Consumption
Fuel consumption can be measured in a laboratory using a dynamometer or on-road. Each
measuring method has its own advantages and disadvantages.

2.1.1 Dynamometer Fuel Consumption Testing
Two types of dynamometers are generally used for fuel consumption testing: engine
dynamometers and chassis dynamometers. Chassis dynamometer testing involves operating a
vehicle. As the wheels are rotating on the rollers of a chassis dynamometer, the vehicle can operate
normally without moving. Engine dynamometers connect directly to the output shaft of an engine
that has been removed from a vehicle. Regulatory emissions testing is completed using either an
engine or chassis dynamometer, depending of the certification, using standard engine cycles. One
such standard engine cycle is the Federal Test Procedure (FTP) cycle, which involves operating
the engine for different combinations of transient activities [6]. This is done to ensure that collected
data can be used to compare the engine to a standard.
Engine dynamometer testing is useful for regulations but may not be effective for fuel
consumption testing because this type of testing does not account for accessories such as air
conditioning or for transmission efficiency. Air conditioning in an actual vehicle can affect fuel
consumption by a maximum of 20% [7]. Therefore, chassis dynamometer testing gives a better
idea about fuel consumption compared to an engine dynamometer.
Chassis dynamometer testing is advantageous compared to on-road testing because many
variables can be held constant, so there is higher experimental repeatability and control [8, 9].
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However, according to Tong et al [10], only testing engines in a laboratory may not give accurate
results when trying to make conclusions for on-road vehicles. Chassis dynamometer testing uses
a fan to cool the engine and simulate the air flowing around the vehicle during operation [11].
Therefore, the fuel consumption measurements using this testing does not account for varying
wind speed and direction. Moreover, while chassis dynamometer testing neglects the effect of road
conditions on the rolling resistance , a chassis dynamometer can simulate different rolling
resistances by changing the tire type and/or pressure [11].

2.1.2 SAE J1321 Standard for On-Road Fuel Consumption Testing
On-road testing involves instrumenting a vehicle with sensors and recording vehicle
operation data while travelling on a road. As on-road testing introduces many more variables than
chassis dynamometer testing, it uses real world conditions to determine actual differences in fuel
consumption whenever and wherever a vehicle is driven. The Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) developed a test procedure (SAE J1321) for on-road testing designed to gather fuel
consumption data from vehicles under real conditions [12]. The procedure is very detailed and
offers specific instructions in order to minimize variability in the data. The following sections
discuss the rules for completing a fuel consumption test according to SAE J1321.

Test Vehicles
According to SAE J1321 the test vehicles should have similar (preferably the same)
external surface contours to ensure a consistent aerodynamic drag force across all vehicles.
Therefore, it is best to procure the same make, model, and model year vehicles for testing. There
should be at least two vehicles used for the duration of testing, where one is used as the control
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vehicle, so no modifications will ever be made during testing. There must also be at least one test
vehicle that is modified (e.g., another fuel) for a portion of the testing. The tires on all vehicles
should be in similar condition, preferably with the same mileage accumulated on each tire. New
tires should not be used, and each tire should have been driven for at least 500 miles, so that the
results of the study will be applicable to existing fleets with used tires. The vehicles should all
have similar mileages, especially if the mileage on each truck is less than thirty-thousand miles.
SAE J1321 outlines specific mileage constraints for these cases. However, the difference in
mileage between the trucks is negligible if all of the trucks have accumulated more than thirtythousand miles prior to testing [12].
The trailers, like the vehicles, must have the same external surface contours and each trailer
must be assigned to a specific vehicle for the entire length of testing if adding load to a vehicle is
desired. Additionally, the weight of each vehicle should be representative of the fleet for which
the test is being modeled. In other words, if the test is being used to determine differences in fuel
economy for a fleet that typically carries 20,000 pounds of material each day, then 20,000 pounds
should be added to the trailer. The added weight should be solid because liquid loads will shift and
introduce inconsistencies in the load experienced by each axle. Also, the load should not change
throughout the testing period unless it is desired to determine differences in fuel consumption at
different loads. According to the procedure, the total weight of each vehicle and trailer should be
the same, but if that is not achievable, the difference in weight should be less than 1.5% [12].

Drivers
All drivers should have extensive heavy-duty vehicle driving experience in order to drive
consistently and reduce driver variability between test runs. SAE J1321 states that all drivers
should collaborate prior to the beginning of testing to determine where brakes should be applied,
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where gears should be shifted, and where the trucks should accelerate or decelerate throughout the
route in order to reduce driver variability. Additionally, all drivers should be interviewed at the
end of each test run to document any issues or observations that may have been gathered during
the test run [12].

Instrumentation
All vehicles must be instrumented with sensors that gather data in addition to the data
coming from the engine control unit (ECU). Each vehicle must be instrumented with a GPS unit
to record the latitude and longitude of the vehicle and the vehicle speed with a precision of 0.1 mph.
Each vehicle must also be instrumented with a weather monitoring unit to gather ambient
conditions such as air temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, and wind speed.
Finally, external devices for fuel consumption measurement must be installed on the
vehicles. The preferred method mentioned in the procedure is to install a gravimetric fuel
measurement device. In other words, a device that weighs the fuel tanks should be used for fuel
consumption measurement. However, fuel flow meters can be used instead of gravimetric devices
if they can effectively measure the fuel consumption with an accuracy of ±0.5%, which should be
verified through testing [12].
The strict accuracy requirement for the flow meters is necessary because flow meters can
be inaccurate during some areas of operation. During a study by Burke et al [13], they found that
the flow meters used to measure fuel consumption have poor repeatabili0ty during stop-and-go
operation compared to other fuel measurement sensors. They also found that the fuel consumption
values from the flow meters had the highest repeatability during the high-power engine operation.
Therefore, if the data is segmented based on the power, the high-power results have a higher
precision compared to analyzing data at a lower power [13].
6

Test Run Procedure
The test is run in two segments: the baseline segment and the test segment. During the
baseline segment, all vehicles must complete at least 3 runs without any modifications to determine
how the trucks perform before any modifications are made. On the other hand, the control vehicle
remains unmodified during the test segment, while the modification is imposed on the test vehicles
and at least 3 runs are completed. Each run must be at least 100 miles in length. Utilizing a track
for the test runs is recommended, but roads may be used with a specified route if grade change
does not exceed 3.5%. The specified route should begin and end at the same approximate location.
The vehicles should remain at least 1500 feet away from each other during the runs to minimize
aerodynamic interference and differences in ambient conditions between the vehicles.
Additionally, testing should not be conducted if rain is present [12].
All the vehicles should be inspected at the end of each testing day to ensure no other
changes occurred that could affect vehicle operation, therefore affecting the test results [12].

Factors that Influence Fuel Consumption
As previously mentioned, a small decrease in fuel consumption will make a significant
impact on the total fuel consumed by a vehicle over its lifetime [2]. Because of this, many
researchers have investigated the factors that influence fuel consumption such as “travel-related,
weather-related, vehicle-related, roadway-related, traffic-related, and driver-related factors” [14].
Therefore, based on these categories, factors such as ambient temperature, humidity, wind speed,
route selection, engine size and condition, aftertreatment, operating temperature and many others
can influence the amount of fuel consumed by an engine [14].
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2.2.1 Effects of Engine Operation on Fuel Consumption
Burke et al. [17] examined the effects of changes in coolant temperature to NOx emissions
and fuel consumption. They performed an experiment using “a modern 4-cylinder, 2-liter,
turbocharged, high-pressure common-rail direct-injection diesel engine.” The engine was
connected to a dynamometer, so the data was not collected from on-road testing. The setup was
capable of controlling the coolant temperature at four different coolant temperature settings,
ranging from 50°C to 98°C. The exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) flow rate and the injection timing
were also adjusted. A design of experiments was used to ensure all combinations of the coolant
temperature, injection timing, and EGR flow rate were accounted for in the testing, although some
conditions were found to be impossible to achieve. The fuel consumption, in this case, was
measured by completing a carbon balance from the emissions data to back-calculate the amount
of fuel consumed by the engine.
Burke et al. [17] found that when EGR rates and injection timing were held constant, and
coolant temperature was decreased from 70°C to 50°C, the brake specific fuel consumption (bsfc)
increased by 3.1% and when the coolant temperature decreased from 98°C to 86°C, the bsfc
increased by 2%. Therefore, fuel consumption increased as coolant temperature decreased for both
the high, and the low ranges of coolant temperature. In both coolant temperature regions, oxides
of nitrogen (NOx) emissions were reduced, so it was concluded that NOx emissions are inversely
related to fuel consumption for this study. However, the results suggested changes in EGR flow
rate and injection timing have a much larger effect on the NOx and fuel consumption than the
coolant temperature [17]. Since injection timing remains constant on an on-road vehicle, it will
not make an impact on fuel consumption in on-road testing. However, the EGR flow rate can be
monitored as an input variable contributing to a change in fuel consumption.
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Tong et al. [10] tested 4 vehicles (1 passenger vehicle, 1 van fueled with petrol, 1 van
fueled with diesel, and 1 double-decker bus) for emissions and fuel consumption in urban areas in
Hong Kong. Each vehicle was driven by the same driver to eliminate driver variability. They used
a flow meter in the supply line of the fuel system to measure the fuel supplied to the engine. They
segregated the data based on both average vehicle speed and driving mode (i.e. idling, accelerating,
decelerating, cruising) and they provided the conditions that must be satisfied for a data point to
be classified in one of these modes. In general, all vehicles consumed more fuel and released more
emissions as the instantaneous vehicle speed increased because the engine must consume more
fuel to maintain a higher vehicle speed. For the modal analysis, the acceleration mode proved to
cause the highest fuel consumption for the passenger car, petrol van, and the diesel van, which was
to be expected since “the engine needs more fuel to generate enough power to accelerate” [10].
The double-decker bus was not tested for fuel-consumption, only emissions, so there is no fuel
consumption data. From their study, they concluded that the instantaneous vehicle speed was the
variable that impacted the fuel consumption and emissions values the most [10].

2.2.2 Effects of Route Selection on Fuel Consumption
Engine power and corresponding fuel consumption are determined by several factors,
which include speed and acceleration requirements, the grade of the road the vehicle will be driving
on, the aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle, and rolling resistance of the tires.
Boriboonsomsin et al. [15] investigated the effect of changes in road grade in regard to fuel
consumption and thus, carbon dioxide emissions. They wrote that if all variables except road grade
remain constant, a consistently hilly route may have the same fuel consumption as a flat route of
the same distance, because the high fuel consumption during the uphill sections is offset by the
low fuel consumption during the downhill sections. Frey et al. [16] also investigated the effects of
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road grade on fuel consumption and emissions. They found that if the road grade was ignored, the
fuel consumption and emissions were underestimated by 16-24%. Therefore, road grade has a
significant impact on fuel consumption.
Boriboonsomsin et al. [15] also discussed the methods for determining road grade using
data from an experiment. A performance measurement system (PeMS) was used determine the
geographic location and the speed of the vehicles. Based on the PeMS data, a comprehensive
modal emissions model (CMEM) estimated the fuel consumption and, subsequently, the CO2
emissions. Therefore, PeMS and CMEM determined the most fuel-efficient route to a destination.
However, it was not ideal to use a topographical map because it was time-consuming and not
always up-to-date. Therefore, the study used two carrier-phase differential Global Positioning
System (GPS) receivers to calculate the road grade [15]. One receiver was stationed at the starting
location of the vehicle and the second receiver was housed on the vehicle. The receivers
determined both the elevation and the GPS location of both the vehicle, and the starting location.
The latitude and longitude of each vehicle location were used to determine the distance from the
starting location. Then, the elevation and distance values were used to calculate the road grade
using an equation in their paper. The vehicle’s broadcasted fuel consumption rate was used for the
fuel consumption measurement. It was concluded that the fuel economy for a light-duty vehicle
on a hilly route was 15% to 20% lower compared to a flat route, hence the hypothesis that the
difference in fuel economy will be much larger for a heavy-duty vehicle because load on a heavyduty vehicle (i.e. trailer and overall weight of vehicle) is higher than the load on a light-duty vehicle
[15].

2.2.3 Effects of Time of Day on Fuel Consumption
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Frey et al. [16] also studied the effects on fuel consumption for driving a test vehicle at
different times of the day. It was determined that when the vehicles travelled during peak traffic
hours, both fuel consumption and emissions increased, compared to fuel consumption and
emissions during off-peak traffic hours. Therefore, data should be segregated based on time of day
to accurately compare data points.

2.2.4 Effects of Driver Behavior on Fuel Consumption
An on-road study introduces variability based on driver activity, especially if there are
multiple vehicles and drivers. Frey et al. [16] studied the effects of driver variability on fuel
consumption. It was suggested that the variability between drivers is due to the “different speed
profiles” each driver exhibits [16]. Frey et al. conducted an on-road study and found that when all
other variables were held constant, the CO2, hydrocarbon (HC), NOx and carbon monoxide (CO)
emissions all varied. Since the carbon-based emissions varied, the fuel consumption also varied
due to driver variability.
Lee and Son [20] conducted a study on the relationship between driving behavior and fuel
consumption by analyzing data on 15 drivers on a ~22 mile stretch of highway. Many parameters
were analyzed in addition to the fuel consumption such as vehicle and engine speeds, steering
wheel position, acceleration pedal position, road grade, yaw angle, driver body movements, and
driver eye position, among others. They mentioned that other studies concluded that the
acceleration pedal position offered the best differentiation between driver behavior and fuel
consumption. However, their multiple regression analysis on the data concluded that the standard
deviation of the steering wheel angle was more indicative because the more the steering wheel
moved, the more the driver was passing other vehicles, which means that the fuel consumption
11

was higher. While the standard deviation of the steering wheel angle had the highest correlation to
fuel consumption, both the average, and the standard deviation of the acceleration pedal position
still had a significant correlation to the fuel consumption. Additionally, the average transmission
gear gave a lower, but still significant correlation to fuel consumption in this study.

2.2.5 Effects of Vehicle Components on Fuel Consumption
Automated manual transmissions (AMT) are most common in heavy-duty fleets that travel
long distances. These transmissions do not employ a clutch or torque converter to switch gears.
Instead, AMTs use “engine torque control,” which changes gears based on the driving conditions,
such as road grade and the driver input via the acceleration pedal [18]. Eckert et al. conducted a
study and found that utilizing an AMT reduces fuel consumption because it skips the first 2 gears
except when the lowest gears are absolutely necessary. Skipping the first 2 gears reduces fuel
consumption because those gears cause the highest load on the engine and require high engine
speeds [19].
The condition of the tries on a vehicle can also have an effect on fuel consumption. Brace
et al. [11] conducted a study using a vehicle on a chassis dynamometer to determine factors that
would influence fuel consumption differences between different testing facilities. It was
determined that the tire type and tire pressure had a significant effect on fuel consumption. The
study used “fuel saver” tires as a baseline and changed the tires to “low-profile sports” tires and
found a 3.6% increase in fuel consumption when the low-profile tires were used, compared to the
fuel saver tires. The effect of oil level on fuel consumption values was also investigated. The
vehicle’s oil reservoir to the upper dipstick mark, and then 2.5 liters was removed from the
reservoir to determine a lower oil level’s effect on fuel consumption. The lower oil level showed
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a 2.9% decrease in fuel consumption compared to the fuel consumption with a full reservoir for
this study.

Strategies for Analyzing Big Data
Once all the data is collected from a study, it must be analyzed to derive a conclusion.
However, because the amount of data can be exorbitant, research has been conducted specifically
to handle these large sets of data. The term “big data” is used to classify data that is large in
“volume, intensity, and complexity that exceed the ability of standard software tools to manage
and analyze [21].” Big data is generated every day when using the internet and sensors, especially
when data is collected from sensors at a high frequency. There are 3 major categories for analyzing
big data: subsampling-based methods, divide-and-conquer methods, and methods for online
updating for streamed data [21].

2.3.1 Subsampling Methods
Wang et al. [21] mentioned several subsampling-based methods to use when handling big
data. The “Bags of Little Bootstrap” method involves sampling a predetermined number of
subsamples of the same size from the raw data set. Then, each subsample is sampled until these
bootstrap samples are the same size as the original data set. The bootstrap samples are then used
to gather parameters such as mean, median, etc. and confidence intervals. Finally, all the
parameters from each bootstrap sample are averaged to find the parameters and confidence
intervals representative of the original population. The “Bag of Little Bootstrap” approach should
be used when multiple computers are available and necessary to process the analysis due to the
size of the raw dataset because each subsample can be computed on a separate processor [21].
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Another subsampling-based method is leveraging, which takes subsamples of the data,
including the weights of each data point, and then performs computations to calculate any of the
necessary parameters (mean, standard deviation, etc.), which are intended to represent the full
dataset. The weights are used to ensure the data points that affect the parameters the most are more
likely to be included in the samples than data points that affect the parameters the least. This
technique is recommended when limited processing power is available since this method only
computes parameters for small subsets of the full dataset [21].
The mean log-likelihood approach involves taking subsamples of a dataset of the same size
and calculating the Monte Carlo averages and the Kullback-Leibler divergence for each
subsample. Monte Carlo simulation is used to analyze data and make predictions based on a known
range of values. For Monte Carlo analysis, the user provides a range of possible values of a
variable. The simulation then generates a probability distribution and chooses a random value from
the distribution and generates a model. This process is repeated as many times as the user would
like, which could be on the order of thousands of time. The output of the simulation is a probability
distribution of the results of the model to show where the actual result is most likely to lie [22].
Additionally, the Kullback-Leibler divergence is a statistical analysis technique that determines
the distance between probability distributions, also known as the divergence [23]. Wang et al.
discusses that since the mean log-likelihood method uses subsamples much smaller than the actual
size of the data, this method is very useful for big data because it can be processed easily. They
mention a simulation study conducted using this method, which concluded that the calculations
converge to the appropriate value regardless of the full dataset size[21].
For the typical divide-and-conquer strategy, the full dataset is divided into a certain number
of sections, where each section is processed and computed individually, and then all solutions are
combined to determine a solution for the entire dataset. The aggregated estimating equation (AEE)
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method is the first divide-and-conquer method Wang et al. discusses. This method performs linear
regression on each section of data to find the “least squares estimator” of each section. Then, the
weight of each least-squares estimator is found by finding “inverse of the estimated variance
matrix” to calculate the weighted average of all the least squares estimators, which is the least
squares estimator for the entire dataset. This method performs most accurately when the estimating
equations are linear. However, if they are not linear, a Taylor series expansion can be used to
provide a “linear approximation of the estimating equations” for each section of data. Then, these
approximations can be used in the weighted average calculation for the entire dataset. However,
the weight for the linear approximation is calculated differently than the previously mentioned
weight. The weight for each section of data “is the slope matrix of the estimating function at the
solution” in each section[21].
Lin et al. [24] developed an AEE estimator for large datasets and data streams. The
estimator first aggregates, or clusters, the data into equally sized sections. Then, an estimating
equation estimate is found by calculating the solution to an estimating equation for each section of
data, which included in their paper. Then, the AEE estimator can be found for the entire dataset.
Wang et al. [21] discusses several other divide-and-conquer methods. While all methods
have their own unique properties, they all follow the same basic premise of the divide-and-conquer
strategies, previously mentioned.

2.3.2 Streaming
In some cases of big data, the data is collected in “streams,” which requires analysis to be
updated as the new streams are made available without having to store all the data and run the
analysis on the entire dataset. Wang et al. mentions the works of Schifano et al. [25] where a
method was developed for analyzing online data streams using linear regression and estimating
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equations. Schifano et al. describes their exact methods for applying linear models and estimating
equations to online data streams in detail [21].

Principal Component Analysis
2.4.1 Principal Component Analysis for Small Datasets
When the data being analyzed has many input variables, it is necessary to narrow down the
variables to determine the most influential input variables on the output variable before the data is
analyzed using one or a combination of the methods provided by Wang et al [21, 26]. Principal
component analysis (PCA) is one of the most widely used methods to determine the variables that
have the most impact on the output variables [26]. PCA uses a dataset with m variables and
calculates m principal components, which are linear combinations of the variables supplied in the
original data set. The first principal component captures the most variation of the original data set,
while each successive principal component captures less variation than the previous principal
component [27].
If most of the variation is captured by the first 2 or 3 principal components, the first 2 or 3
principal components can be plotted against each other for multiple datasets to determine if there
is a difference between the datasets. One can conclude there is a difference between datasets if the
principal components appear in clusters that are separated, where each cluster is associated with a
different dataset. In Figure 2.2.1, the x and y axes indicate the first and second principal
components, respectively. Therefore, Figure 2.2.1 shows an example of separation between
datasets, where each color signifies a different dataset, because each dataset’s principal
components are separated from each other. In most cases, PCA is the first analysis technique
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completed, so that more traditional techniques, such as linear regression, can be completed using
only a few variables [26].

Figure 2.2.1: Principal Component Separation Example [28]
In order to perform PCA on data, the data should be organized in a matrix such that each
column represents a different input variable. Also, “the data must be preprocessed” such that “the
columns of the data matrix are centered such that the mean of each column is zero [reference].”
Additionally, all input variable values should be standardized to ensure all variables are treated
equally, since the input variables are not all measured in the same units. In order to standardize the
input variable, each column of data should be divided by its “norm,” also known as its magnitude.
If X is the raw data matrix with dimensions n x p and Xs is the standardized data matrix, each value
of Xs, denoted as xij,s, can be calculated using Equation (1) where i and j indicate the row and
column, respectively, of the value of Xs being calculated from the respective value of X [26].
Therefore, "xij is the (i,j)th entry of X”, 𝑥#" is the mean of the jth column of X, and sj “is the sum of
squares of errors (SSE) of the jth column” of X, which is calculated using Equation (2).
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xij,s =

xij -x#j
sj

(1)

n
2

sj =$%&xij -x#'
j

(2)

i=1

Once the data is in this format, singular value decomposition (SVD) can be applied such
that Xs is decomposed to the form in Equation (3), where r is the rank of Xs and X, U “is an n x r
orthogonal matrix” and V “is a p x r orthogonal matrix”, and D “is an r x r diagonal matrix [26].”
Xs =UDVT

(3)

The process for decomposing Xs into the form in Equation (3) is detailed by Strang [29]. The
diagonals of D are the eigenvalues of 𝑿𝒔 * 𝑿𝒔 such that 𝑑, ≥ 𝑑/ ≥ ⋯ ≥ 𝑑1 > 0. V is composed
of the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues in D, such that the first column on V is the
eigenvector for the first value of D and so on. Finally, V is orthogonal, so VTV = I and the
relationship in Equation (4) is true [29].
Xs V=UDVT V=UD

(4)

Therefore uj can be found using Equation (5), which is a column vector for each value of j = 1 …
r that make up the matrix U. Similarly, vj is the jth column of the matrix V [29].
uj =

Xs vj
dj

(5)

After SVD is applied, the principal components are the columns of the matrix UD and the
loadings of each principal component are the columns of the matrix V [26]. However, the term
‘loading’ can have two different meanings. As previously mentioned, the columns of V are referred
to as loadings; and, in this case, “the sum of the squared elements of a given component is equal
to one [27].” The second meaning of loading varies mostly due to the normalization technique of
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the coefficients. Loading could also be defined as “the correlation between a component and a
variable [27].” In this case, the correlation coefficients are normalized such that the sum of each
correlation coefficient squared is equal to one [27]. Therefore, as long as the user knows which
type of normalization was used, the meaning of “loading” will be clear [27].
Zhang et al. explained the methods for calculating the total variation, 𝜆, for as many
principal components the user would like to check, denoted as k. In other words, if the user would
like to see how much of the total variation is accounted for each of the first 6 principal components,
k would be equal to 6 [26]. Using these methods, the analysis is specifically referred to as
“correlation PCA,” which is the typical version of PCA used in statistical software that performs
PCA [26, 27]. There is another, less common version of PCA, referred to as “covariance PCA.” In
this case, each of the columns of the raw data matrix are preprocessed such that the “mean of each
column is zero [26].” Therefore, the transpose of the data matrix multiplied by the original data
matrix is the covariance matrix [26, 27].
Several different programs can be used to complete PCA, such as Matlab and JMP.
However, these programs are only usable for data that does not exceed the size limitations imposed
by the program or computer being used. For example, Matlab is limited by the amount of memory
available on the computer being used. Matlab offers extensive explanations and an example called
“Analyze Quality of Life in U.S. Cities Using PCA” that can be used to create a Matlab script to
complete PCA for a dataset [30].

2.4.2 Principal Component Analysis for Big Data
The PCA methods previously mentioned were created for moderately sized data. However,
for big data, these methods can be more difficult, if not impossible to implement. The most
prevalent issues with big data are both data storage, and speed of computation. For example, SVD
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requires use of the entire data matrix. Therefore, if the matrix is too large to be loaded onto a single
computer, PCA cannot be completed without using methods such as an external memory
algorithm, where the data is processed using several if not thousands of processors. Similarly, if
the data matrix grows continuously because data is being stored in real-time, the matrix is
constantly changing and PCA cannot be completed [26].
The correlation PCA approach can be used if the data is small enough to be stored in the
memory of a computer. However, if the data matrix is too large to be stored in the memory, but
small enough to be stored on a single computer’s hard disk, more complicated methods can be
used to apply PCA to the data. Zhang et al. [26] developed a log-likelihood function for a linear
regression model of the data. The coefficients and matrices inside the log-likelihood function can
be obtained using an algorithm as long as a p x p matrix can be stored in the memory of the
computer being used, because that is the largest dimension matrix inside the log-likelihood
function. After applying the algorithm, a matrix Cxx is found, which has dimensions p x p. This
matrix is used to find the principal components. In short, this method uses the raw data matrix that
is too large to be stored in the memory of a computer and creates a matrix that is dependent on the
number of variables, rather than the number of data entries, which is small enough to be stored in
the memory of the computer.
Zhang et al. [26] also describes a procedure for applying PCA to data collected in streams.
In this case, a new matrix is derived once new data is added, removed, or both added, and removed.
Then, the same algorithm previously mentioned is utilized. Therefore, PCA can be applied to any
size of data.
Abdi et al. [27] describes the process for plotting the results of PCA and the significance
of the plot. The output of PCA analysis is a coordinate system with the first and second principal
components as the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. The coordinate system will have a
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circle, referred to as the “circle of correlations,” which, if the data is perfectly explained by the
first two principal components, the loadings will be located on the circle. This is because in order
to be a circle, the sum of the squared coordinates of each point is equal to a constant. Therefore, if
“the sum of the squared loadings is equal to one,” “the data is perfectly represented by only two
components [27].” However, if the data is not fully explained by the first two components, the
loadings will be located between the circle and the origin, where the closer each variable is to the
origin, the less it is influenced by the first two components [27].
Ericsson [31] mentioned that “the effect of one parameter may in reality be cancelled out
by that of another parameter correlated to the first having the opposite effect.” While her paper’s
subject was related to determining driving patterns based on data, the same principles for the data
analysis techniques can be used for fuel consumption data. She narrowed down the number of
input variables by combining two variables into one variable, referred to as a factor. Then, each
variable and factor were given loadings between 0 and 1 to determine their connection to each
other. She used PCA to analyze the data from the vehicles and determine which input variables
were the most influential on fuel consumption. She found that heavy acceleration was the main
cause of higher emissions and a 30% to 40% increase in fuel consumption compared to steady
operation.
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3. Experimental Setup
Experimental Methods
The design of experiments followed SAE J1321. However, it didn’t follow the rules to the
letter because the mountainous terrain around West Virginia University (WVU) limited the types
of routes in terms of speed and road grade.
The experiment utilized three vehicles (two test vehicles and one control vehicle) of identical
make and model, over a period of three months. All vehicles operated with Fuel A (called the
baseline fuel in the narrative) for the first and third months of testing. Then, two test vehicles
operated with Fuel B (i.e., the test fuel) during the second month, while the control vehicle
continued operating with Fuel A. The vehicles were driven on the same routes throughout the three
months of testing, but the order of routes changed daily. Moreover, each vehicle accumulated at
least 250 miles per day, which depended on the routes, traffic, and weather. The vehicle operators
were asked to maintain at least ¼ of a mile (1,320 feet) apart at all times to minimize aerodynamic
interference but stayed in radio range so they could exchange information between them at all
times. Each vehicle was paired with its own individual trailer for the duration of testing. The
trailers had identical aerodynamic contours and were loaded with cement blocks to increase vehicle
load during testing.
Fuel flow meters were installed on all three vehicles to measure the actual fuel consumption.
The flow meter accuracy of ± 0.1% of the measurement value was well within the desired accuracy
of ± 0.5% required by SAE J1321. Additionally, a torque measurement device was installed on
each driveshaft to measure the output torque of the vehicle. Moreover, each vehicle had a GPS
device to record the latitude and longitude of the vehicle at any moment. The same device also
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recorded the barometric pressure, ambient temperature, relative humidity, and vehicle speed. The
following sections details the vehicles and the equipment used for on-road measurements.

Vehicle Details
3.2.1 Vehicle Specifications
The vehicles were Class 8 heavy-duty trucks (Freightliner, Model Cascadia day-cab). This
particular truck model was chosen due to its popularity with major fleets. A summary of the
specifications of each truck is shown in Table 3.1:. Ideally, all vehicles would be the same make,
model, and model year. However, Truck 1 was procured due to availability of vehicles at the
beginning of the experiment. Truck 1 was selected as the control vehicle so that the test vehicles
were identical.
Table 3.1: Vehicle Specifications

Truck #

1

Test or

Model

Control

Year

Control

2018

2

Test

2016

3

Test

2016

Rated
Make/Model

Engine

Power

Transmission

[HP]
Freightliner

Detroit

Cascadia

DD13

Start
Mileage

525

Detroit DT12

68,241

500

Automated

219,206

500

Manual

289,401

3.2.2 Vehicle Preparations
A lower variability between datasets is required for experiments that are not expected to
produce large differences in the results such as the experiment described here. However, the
variability is dependent on the number of variables used to sort the data. For example, the diesel
particulate filter (DPF), which is used to remove particulate matter (PM) emissions, affects the
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exhaust flow if not cleaned regularly. The engine manufacturer recommended that the DPF is
cleaned when the odometer reaches 300,000 miles. However, the fuel consumption between the
vehicles could be skewed if the DPFs were not all cleaned at the same time because the exhaust
flows can be different. Therefore, all DPFs were removed and professionally cleaned before the
beginning of the experiment. Moreover, to reduce variability in engine operation between trucks,
all vehicles were serviced prior to the start of testing including the replacement of all fluids and
filters along with fresh grease added to the bearings and U-joints.

3.2.3 Trailers
Each vehicle was connected to a trailer for the whole duration of testing. The dry-van
trailers (different make and model) were 53-feet long and had identical external contours, so it was
assumed that the differences in the aerodynamic forces experienced by each trailer were minimal.
There were no trailer skirts. Each trailer was loaded with several large concrete blocks to increase
vehicle load similar to the load experienced by a real transporting-cargo fleet. Table 3.2 and Table
3.3 show a summary of each vehicle and trailer’s axle and gross weights before and after loading,
respectively. As no lower-sized (< 1,000 pounds) concrete blocks were available to close the
weight gap between the vehicles, the final weights of the vehicles were within 2% of each other,
which was 33% higher than the 1.5% requirement from SAE J1321.
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Table 3.2: Vehicle Weights with Empty Trailer
Steer Axle

Drive Axle

Trailer Axle

Gross Weight

Weight [lb]

Weight [lb]

Weight [lb]

[lb]

Truck
1

9440

11500

9980

30920

2

10140

10760

10240

31140

3

9340

14020

12440

35800

Table 3.3: Vehicle Weights with Loaded Trailer

Truck

Steer Axle

Drive Axle

Trailer Axle

Gross Weight

Weight [lb]

Weight [lb]

Weight [lb]

[lb]

1

9400

25660

21260

56320

2

9320

24840

21040

55200

3

9300

24120

22480

55900

Routes
The vehicles were driven on 4 different routes, which are summarized in Table 3.4. Figure 3.1
shows all of the routes geographically, where the color of the route number in Table 3.4 indicates
the color of the route outline in Figure 3.1.
Table 3.4: Route Summary
Route #
1
2
3
4

Round-Trip Distance [miles]
23
226
158
62

Average Speed [mph]
30
53
53
51
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Route 1 goes through downtown Morgantown, WV and continues on the nearby Interstate79 to gather urban driving data in a mix of city roads and highway. Route 2, Morgantown, WV to
the Exit 40 along Interstate-79, is mostly highway and included many but consistent grade
changes, which, according to Boriboonsomsin et al. [15], was assumed to produce fuelconsumption data similar to a flat route. Route 3, Morgantown to WV Route 50 westbound, is a
county highway used to gather highway data at lower vehicle speeds. Finally, Route 4 is a section
of Interstate-68 East with a consistent, very-steep grade, where vehicles can reach close to their
maximum load.

Figure 3.1: Geographical Outline of Routes
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Each day of testing started and ended at WVU CAFEE’s Vehicle and Engine Testing
Laboratory (VETL). The trucks operated approximately 6 hours per day and the routes were
randomly ordered each day, so the results were not biased for variables such as ambient
temperature and traffic. The vehicle operators were provided with instructions on how to navigate
from one route to another for any combination of routes, so that the transition between routes was
consistent.
Recorded on-road the data was binned at the end of each day based on latitude and
longitude. Table 3.5 shows the final percentage of each type of route from the total number of data
points recorded.
Table 3.5: Percentage of Data Points for Each Route Type
Route Type

Percentage of Total Data Points [%]

Urban

5

Local Highway

6

Interstate

51

Interstate with Steep Road Grade

38

Vehicle Operator Daily Tasks
Each day the vehicle operators completed 4 checklists. Two of the checklists were completed
at the beginning of the day. The first checklist ensured that data acquisition equipment and vehicles
operated properly. The second checklist documented the tire pressure for both the tractor and the
trailer. Tire pressure was adjusted if different from the recommended tire pressure (115 psi) to
ensure it will not influence the fuel consumption [11].
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The third checklist was used to document the routes driven each day, in chronological order.
Finally, the last checklist documented the weather each day (e.g., if it had rained or snowed at any
point during the day; if the winds were light, average, or heavy) and any issues with the vehicle
that would need resolved before the next test.

Fuel Flow Meters

3.5.1 Flow Meter Specifications
Two positive-displacement flow meters (KRAL, Model OME13) were installed on each
vehicle to measure the engine’s fuel consumption. One flow meter was installed in the fuel supply
line between the engine and the supply tee, which distributes fuel to the engine from each of the
two fuel storage tanks housed on the truck. Similarly, the other flow meter was installed in the fuel
return line between the engine and the return tee, which distributes unused fuel from the engine
back into the tanks. The flow meters were housed in a plastic enclosure to protect them from
vibration and the environment. The enclosure was secured to the deck of the truck using 1/4-inch
bolts, lock-washers, and nuts. Flow-meter specifications are shown in Table 3.6.
The following describes the fuel flow measurement. Two screws inside the flow meter
housing rotated as the fuel passed through them. The volumetric fuel flow rate is determined by
counting the frequency at which the screws rotated. The flow meters also measured the fuel’s
temperature to compensate for temperature effect on fuel density. The flow meter readings were
delivered to a separate display (KRAL, Model BEM 500), which performed all the flow
calculations and output the corresponding volumetric flow rate at 15 °C.
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Table 3.6: KRAL OME 13 Specifications
Diameter [inch]

Flow Rate [L/hr]

1/2
Qmax

900

Qnominal

600

Qmin

6

Maximum Pressure [bar]

40

Temperature Range [°C]

-20 to +125

Viscosity Range [mm2/sec]

1 to 1E6

Accuracy

±0.1%

K-factor K[P/l]

1214.0

Frequency at Qnom [Hz]
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3.5.2 Flow Meter Testing
The flow meters were installed on the supply and return lines of an engine (Cummins,
Model ISX-15) attached to a dynamometer prior to being installed on the vehicles. A Supplemental
Emissions Test (SET) engine cycle was completed because it has 13 “modes” which allow the
engine to operate at steady-state for different combinations of engine speed and load. The SET
engine cycle was selected because steady-state operation is the condition where the least variability
can occur. Therefore, the differences between fuel measurement devices will be maximum during
steady-state operation. Table 3.7 shows a summary of the engine speed and load combinations for
each mode of the SET engine cycle. Each mode consists of 150 seconds of engine operation.
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Table 3.7: Summary of SET Cycle Modes
Mode

RPM

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

600
1290
1550
1550
1290
1290
1290
1550
1550
1800
1800
1800
1800

Torque
[%]
8
55
41
55
41
55
25
55
25
55
25
55
41

The fuel consumption values from the ECU and flow meters were integrated for each
mode and compared by calculating the percent difference between the two values using Equation
(6):
% Diff =

FCKRAL - FCECU
* 100
FCECU

(6)

where FCKRAL and FCECU are the total fuel consumption values according to the flow meters and
the ECU, respectively. Figure 3.2 shows the percent difference values for each mode of the SET
engine cycle. These percent error values are the minimum error that may occur in on-road testing
for each steady-state condition because all variables were held constant. Modes 1 and 7 have the
largest percent differences, which is likely due to the low power and engine speeds used for the
modes, which imposes fuel consumption rates near the lower bound of the flow meter measuring
range.
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Figure 3.2: Percent Difference of ECU and KRAL Fuel Consumption for Each Mode of
SET Cycle

An FTP engine cycle was also completed to determine differences between the fuel
consumption according to the flow meters and the ECU for transient engine operation. Figure 3.3
shows the instantaneous fuel consumption rates according to the KRAL flow meters and the ECU
have consistent positive correlations with engine power. However, the KRAL rates have more
variation than the ECU, especially in the low power regions (0 – 150 HP). Additionally, there is
separation between the ECU and KRAL values at the very top of the power range (500 – 600 HP).
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of ECU and KRAL Flow Rate for Varying Engine Power

Because Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 show differences between the flow meters and the ECU
in certain regions, the fuel consumption data from the FTP cycle was integrated to determine the
overall fuel consumption for the entire engine cycle. The integration was completed using
Equation (7):
n

1
FCtotal =
* % FCrate,i
36000

(7)

i=1

where n is the total number of data points and FCrate,i is the instantaneous fuel consumption flow
rate for data point i. The integration was completed for both the ECU and flow meter flow. rates.
Then, these values were compared by calculating the percent difference between them using
Equation (6). Table 3.8 shows the total fuel consumption values calculated according to the KRAL
flow meters and the ECU along with the percent difference between them.
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Table 3.8: Percent Difference Between Fuel Consumption According to KRAL and ECU
FC from KRAL
Flow Meters

FC from ECU

Percent

[L]

Difference [%]

6.0236

0.03887

[L]
6.0212

3.5.3 Fuel Hoses
The supply and return fuel lines on the truck were high temperature fuel line tubing (Parker,
Model HTFL) with compression fittings at all connections. The supply fuel hose had a 5/8-inch
outer diameter (OD) and the return fuel hose had a 1/2-inch OD. To extend the fuel line to the flow
meters, 5/8-inch and 1/2-inch inner diameters (ID) rubber hose (Eaton) was attached to the supply
and return fuel lines, respectively. Larger IDs were chosen so the fuel flow was not restricted.
Additionally, rubber hose for barbed fittings was chosen over the high temperature fuel line tubing
due to availability of both hose and compression fittings. Therefore, each flow meter was fitted
with hose barbs with the appropriate dimensions for the respective supply and return hoses.

3.5.4 Flow Meter Time Alignment
Because the flow meters were located away from the fuel injectors, on the deck of the truck,
the instantaneous fuel consumption values collected by the flow meters were not time aligned with
the ECU data. As a result, instantaneous fuel consumption values from the flow meters were not
comparable to the ECU’s fuel consumption values during transient (urban) vehicle operation
because of the frequent changes in fuel consumption. However, during steady (highway) vehicle
operation, the instantaneous ECU fuel consumption and the flow meters’ instantaneous net flow
calculations had similar variations but were slightly misaligned. Therefore, a time alignment
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algorithm was used on the acquired data, which delayed the supply flow meter data and advanced
the return flow meter data to determine the actual net fuel consumption values. The phenomena is
very complex as the actual advance and delay were dependent on engine operation (i.e., they were
not constant)
The algorithm was based on the conservation of mass principle, as shown in Eq (8):
∀̇ =Ac V

(8)

where ∀̇ is the volumetric flow rate, Ac is the cross-sectional flow area, and V is the velocity of the
fluid. Therefore, the length of time a fluid particle takes to travel a certain distance through a tube
can be calculated using Equation (9), where L is the length of the tube.
Travel Time=

Ac L
∀̇

(9)

In this case, the lengths and inner diameters of the supply and return hoses were used, along with
the volumetric supply and return flow rates found by the flow meters at each 0.1-second time
interval. However, this method could not accurately time-align the data, so the total fuel
consumption over a given time interval was used rather than instantaneous values. Specifically,
the volumetric flow rates of the supply and return flow meters were integrated over a time interval.
The total fuel consumption for a certain time interval was the difference between the integrated
supply value and integrated return value.

Torque Meter

3.6.1 Torque Meter Specifications

Engine torque transmitted was measured with a torque sensor (Accumetrics, Model AT4500) installed on the driveshaft. The sensor includes several components. The first component is
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a transmitter, which is mounted to the driveshaft using a specially designed strap with
counterweights. The transmitter was connected to a 350-ohm full-bridge strain gage, which was
mounted to the surface of the driveshaft using a very complex procedure (see torque-meter
manufacturer website for the installation procedure). The connection between the strain gage and
the torque transmitter followed the recommendation for measuring torque on a shaft [32], which
also suggested the proper strain gage orientation of the shaft based on the direction of shaft
rotation.
The transmitter was powered via induction by a brass ring. The brass ring was mounted
such that it was centered around the driveshaft and allowed for the transmitter to rotate with the
driveshaft freely, without colliding with the metal surrounding it. The brass ring also received the
signal from the transmitter and sent it to a tuning/amplifying box. However, as the signal can be
influenced by the interference with the surrounding metal, this work followed the procedure for
tuning the signal to the optimal level of amplification mentioned in the torque meter manual [33].
The tuning procedure was completed after the torque meter was installed, but before the
experiment began. The tuning box is connected to the receiver via 1 BNC and 1 TNC cables, so
that the connections on the back of the receiver are not confused. The BNC cable receives the
signal from the brass ring and the TNC cable provides the power to the ring from the receiver,
which then is sent to the transmitter mounted on the driveshaft.

3.6.2 Torque Meter Output
A 16-pin serial connector gathered the output of the receiver, but only 6 pins were used.
Two of the pins facilitated a current output which was used for tuning purposes, another two pins
provide a voltage output, and the last two pins provide the output signal as a frequency. The
frequency output ranged from 5 kHz to 15 kHz, so 10 kHz indicates zero torque on the shaft and
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5 kHz and 15 Hz indicate the maximum torque in the negative and positive directions, respectively.
The frequency output was the only output utilized in this work. Therefore, the output of the torque
meter was not in engineering units of torque (i.e., pound-foot or Newton-meter).

3.6.3 Torque Meter Calibration
The torque meter must be calibrated before testing to convert the frequency output to
engineering units. The procedure recommended by the torque meter manufacturer involved the
removal of the driveshaft from the vehicle at the U-joints and creating a station where the rotation
can be locked on one end of the driveshaft, while the other end can be free to rotate. A moment
arm should be mounted to the end that rotates freely and calibrated weights should be added to
produce a known torque on the driveshaft. The frequency given by the torque meter for each
calibration torque should be recorded and a linear regression would determine the actual torque
value for each frequency value given by the torque meter.
However, removing the shaft was not possible during this study. The torque signal was
calibrated with the truck parked inside a garage on a level floor. The parking brake was disabled
so that the rear wheels were free to move and a prybar was used to prevent the driveshaft from
rotating at the transmission end. Ideally, the transmission end of the driveshaft would be locked
mechanically, not with a prybar, because the prybar allows the potential for some rotation or
flexing of the driveshaft. Blocks were placed in front of the front wheels to prevent the truck from
moving. Then, the front rear axle was elevated, such that the wheels were just off the ground. A
long piece of rectangular bar stock was wedged in the yoke of the drive shaft. The approximate
horizontal distance from the center of the driveshaft to the end of the bar stock was approximately
31.25 inches. Then, calibration weights were applied incrementally to the end of the bar stock and
the weight was multiplied by the horizontal distance to determine the torque applied on the shaft.
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The output frequency was found at each increment by using a multimeter in the frequency mode
where the positive and negative leads were placed on the positive and negative frequency output
wires, respectively. The torque and frequency were recorded at each increment and a linear
regression determined the best fit. This line of best fit was used to calculate the measured driveshaft
torque in both Newton-meters and pound-feet. However, as the transmission end of the driveshaft
could not be locked mechanically, the exact error in engineering units between the actual and
measured torque value is unknown.

3.6.4 Strain Gage

Strain Gage Purpose

The strain gage measured the driveshaft torque. The transmitter receives the signal from
the strain gage via a 4-pin connector. As torque is applied to the driveshaft, the strain gage flexes
and changes its resistance, thus changing the signal sent to the transmitter. The torque meter
manufacturer recommended the 350-ohm strain gage (Micro-Measurements, Model CEA-03250US-350).

Strain Gage Installation
A location for the strain gage had to be determined before the transmitter and strain gage
could be mounted to the shaft. Since the brass ring must remain centered around the transmitter at
all times without touching, movement of the driveshaft in that particular region must be minimal.
Unfortunately, the suspension caused significant lateral movement of the driveshaft near the end
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of the driveshaft at the rear axle. Therefore, the strain gage and transmitter were mounted at the
end of the driveshaft closest to the transmission, where the lateral movement was minimum.
The strain gage manufacturer procedure for mounting the strain gage to the shaft was
followed [34]. First, the surface needed to be prepared for the adhesive, so the paint was removed
from the area of the driveshaft where the strain gage was to be applied using a handheld electric
grinder. This 3-inch wide section around the entire circumference of the driveshaft was then
cleaned with brake parts cleaner. Next, 320 and 400-grit silicon-carbide sandpaper were used in
succession in combination with a conditioner provided by the strain gage manufacturer to rid the
area of any unevenness. Then, the desired location of the strain gage was marked. Finally, the area
was scrubbed using the conditioner, then flushed with a neutralizer (provided by the strain gage
manufacturer) to balance the pH of the surface and conclude the surface preparation process.
After the surface was prepared, the strain gage was also prepared for application. The flat
surface where the strain gage could be placed was cleaned and then flushed with the neutralizer.
For convenience, the top surface of the enclosure for the flow meters was used. The strain gage
was removed from its packaging using forceps, which were used to grip the strain gage at one of
the corners so that the strain gage was not damaged. Gripping the strain gage at any other location
makes the strain gage unusable because any contact with the Wheatstone bridge can cause
irreversible damage. The strain gage was placed on the flat surface and a piece of packing tape
was placed and smoothed on the top side of the strain gage to be able to transfer the strain gage to
the driveshaft without damage. However, before the packing tape was applied, the tape was placed
and removed from a clean surface in order to remove a portion of the adhesive, so that the tape
would more easily separate from the strain gage after the adhesive finished curing. Once the strain
gage was moved to the shaft, it was aligned based on the markings completed during the surface
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preparation process and was taped in place. Then, the tape was peeled back to expose the back side
of the strain gage.
Following the same strain gage installation procedure, catalyst (M-Bond 200) was applied
to the back of the strain gage and allowed to dry. Finally, a small amount of catalyst adhesive was
applied at the base of the strain gage and the tape was folded back to its original position, such that
the bottom of the strain gage was against the shaft. The glue was distributed using the author’s
thumb, and pressure was applied to the strain gage for 1 minute to ensure strong adhesion.
However, the high centrifugal forces experienced by the strain gage during vehicle operation
caused the strain gage to peel away from the shaft, which meant that the torque meter signal was
not always reliable.
To remedy the issue, the strain gage manufacturer was contacted to determine if there was
an alternative adhesive that would allow the strain gage to remain adhered to the driveshaft for the
entirety of testing. Based on their advice, the fiberglass-cloth installation procedure for the strain
gages was followed [35]. The procedure suggests using a special adhesive (M-Bond GA-61),
which has to cure at a temperature of 350°F. Because the driveshafts could not be easily removed
from the trucks and placed in an oven to cure, a substitute adhesive (M-Bond AE-10) was used
instead. This adhesive can cure at a temperature as low as 70°F for a duration of 6 hours, which
was feasible by positioning all of the trucks inside the garage when the adhesive was curing. The
strain gage manufacturer suggested using a heat gun to increase the surface temperature of the
shaft to expedite the curing process, but the heat guns readily available produced too much heat
and could not be adjusted, so heat lamps were procured to heat the adhesive. The curing time for
different temperatures was explained in the adhesive packaging.
The procedure for the strain gage surface preparation remained the same as previously
practiced. Then, the new adhesive (M-Bond AE-10) was applied to back of the strain gage and the
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strain gage was pressed against the shaft. Pressure was applied to the strain gage for the duration
of the curing process using a 4-inch wide piece of rubber that was wrapped around the driveshaft
followed by a hose clamp to hold it in place and apply pressure. Then, a heat lamp was situated
above the driveshaft, directly above the strain gage. The heat lamp was switched on and off
periodically because the temperature could reach over 400°F if it was left on continuously, which
would melt the rubber. The temperature of the rubber was monitored using a non-contact infrared
thermometer. The heat lamp was switched on when the temperature dropped below 100°C and
was switched off when the temperature was above 200°C.

Strain Gage Temperature Compensation

As the driveshaft material (presumably steel) and the strain gage material (molybdenum)
were not the same, the voltage output may differ with changes in ambient temperature because of
the different thermal expansion coefficients [36]. The strain gage manufacture provides a technical
note that details the procedure to compensate for this difference [36]. A Matlab program was
developed using the technical note to calculate the changes in voltage because of temperature
material differences. Table 3.9 shows the specifications for the molybdenum strain gages.
Table 3.9: Strain Gage Specifications
Model Number

CEA-03-250US-350

Grid Resistance [Ohms]

350.0 ± 0.4%

Thermal Coefficient of Gage Factor [%/100°C]

+1.2 ± 0.2

Gage Factor @ 24°C

2.09 ± 1.0%

Transverse Sensitivity

(+0.8 ± 0.2)%
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The thermal output of a strain gage refers to the change in signal due to changes in temperature
[36]. Equation (10) (given by the strain gage manufacturer) determines the thermal output of the
strain gage based on the temperature [36] and the coefficients specified in Table 3.10.
εT/O = A0 + A1 T + A2 T2 +A3 T3 + A4 T4

(10)

Table 3.10: Thermal Output Coefficients
Thermal Output Coefficient for Thermal Output Coefficient
Coefficient

Temperature in Fahrenheit

for Temperature in Celsius

A0

-2.67E+2

-1.0E+2

A1

+6.14E0

+6.81E0

A2

-4.14E-2

-1.05E-1

A3

+1.00E-2

+5.03E-4

A4

-1.17E-7

-1.11E-6

For example, when the temperature is given in degrees Celsius, the thermal output can be
calculated using Equation (11):
εT/O = -100.0 + 26.81T-0.105T2 + 0.000503T3 - 0.00000111T4

(11)

Equation (12) was used to determine the thermal output of the strain gage for a change in
temperature and when the material of the gage and substrate are not the same [36]. For Equation
(12), εT/O,shaft is the thermal output compensated for differences in temperature and material,
εT/O,gage is the thermal output based on the gage material found using Equation (10), αshaft is the
thermal expansion coefficient of the shaft material, αgage is the thermal expansion coefficient of
the gage material, and ΔT is the change in temperature from the reference temperature, which is
the temperature at which the strain gage was applied to the shaft [36].
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εT/O,shaft = εT/O, gage + (αshaft - αgage )ΔT

(12)

Then, using Equation (13) for a full bridge strain gage, the change in voltage was calculated, where
VEX is the excitation voltage and GF is the gage factor of the strain gage [37].
ΔV = -VEX ∙ GF ∙ εT/O,shaft

(13)

The strain gage manufacturer suggests compensating for changes in gage factor as well as
changes in strain for a given temperature difference [36]. However, from Table 3.9, the change in
gage factor is 1.2% per 100˚C, which is 0.02717 per 100 ˚C. Since the local driveshaft temperature
differences the trucks experienced throughout the testing phase was never near 100˚C, the gage
factor was not compensated for the changes in ambient temperature.
From these calculations, for a temperature difference of 25°C and assuming a steel shaft,
the change in voltage is ~3 mV or ~3 Hz for the frequency output. Therefore, temperature
compensation was not a significant error source since 3Hz was only 0.03% of the entire 5 kHz to
15 kHz frequency output range.

3.6.5 Torque Meter Testing
Similar to the flow meters, the torque meter was installed on the output shaft of an engine
(Cummins, Model ISX-15) attached to a dynamometer prior to being installed on the vehicles. A
SET engine cycle was not used because the torque meter was not integrated into the data
acquisition system to collect the data. Instead, the engine was manually controlled to cause
steady state operation for different combinations of engine speed and load. Then, the voltage
output of the torque meter was measured using a multimeter to ensure the output was a steady
signal. A linear relationship between the engine torque and the torque meter signal was observed.
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Portable Activity Monitoring System (PAMS)
The last equipment installed on the trucks was the portable activity monitoring system
(PAMS). The PAMS design is proprietary, but its function was to collect GPS data, ambient
temperature, relative humidity, altitude (based on GPS), and barometric pressure. The unit also
stored all the data from the vehicle’s controller area network (CAN) bus, flow meters, and torque
meter when the vehicle was keyed on, at a frequency of 10Hz. The data was stored on a mini SD
card and it could be accessed remotely using an access point. The PAMS was mounted to the roof
of the cab, underneath the air dam, using two large suction cups that were checked every morning
to ensure they were properly secured.

Printed Circuit (PC) Board for Data Acquisition
In order to incorporate the data from the flow meters and the torque meter onto the CAN
bus, a printed circuit (PC) board was designed to both power the sensors and transform the data to
be compatible with the CAN bus.
Screw terminals were used to connect the flow meters, torque meter, vehicle power, and
the CAN bus to the board. Only the CAN’s high and low wires were introduced to the board, all
other wires in the RJ45 cable remained uninterrupted. Therefore, the board acted as a “tee” in the
CAN bus, such that the CAN data from the vehicle enters the board, new data from the sensors are
added and the data continues on to the PAMS for addition of its data and for data storage. A Teensy
3.5 evaluation board was used to convert the raw signals from both the flow meters and the torque
meter to CAN signals. The Teensy 3.5 was selected because of its ability to capture signals at high
frequencies. The torque meter signal, at its highest frequency, can reach 15,000 Hz. The Teensy
can capture the entire signal so the user is able to evaluate the minimum, maximum, and average
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frequency found in each 0.1 second window of time, since the rest of the data is captured at 10 Hz.
The Teensy was programmed with an Arduino code to complete this task. The signal from the
flow meters is an analog signal between 0V and 12V. A logic transceiver was used to convert the
signal from the flow meters to a logic-based signal (a signal between 0V and 3.3V), which is
required to be interpreted by the Teensy.
The 12V supplied by the vehicle was used to power not only the board’s components, but
also the flow meters and the torque meter. However, the flow meters required 24-Volts for
adequate power, so a RECOM 24-Volt power supply was used for amplification to adequately
power the flow meters. On the other hand, the components on the PC board required 3.3-Volts of
power, so a RECOM 3.3-Volt power regulator was used to decrease the voltage of the input power
to deliver to the components. A 4-Amp fuse was included on the board to protect all components.
However, this is not the only protection; there were also 5-Amp fuses at the power source and on
the enclosure, which houses the PC board, the receiver for the torque meter, and the display for
the flow meters.
Figure 3.4 shows the enclosure (Bud Industries, Model TR-6103) used to house all the
equipment. The front panel was removable, so all the equipment can be fitted inside, and the front
panel concealed all the wires. Additionally, the front panel was machined so that the flow meter
display, torque meter receiver, and panel-mount connectors could be mounted to the front panel.
The panel-mount connectors were used for all connections that needed to be made internally, so
that the enclosure never had to be opened, unless there was an issue with the equipment. These
connections included the BNC and TNC cables for the torque meter, a 15-pin serial connector to
connect the flow meters to their display, two RJ45 ports to carry the CAN signal, and the power
input. The power was supplied to the enclosure from the cigarette outlet. The enclosure was placed
on the passenger’s seat inside the cab of the vehicle and strapped in place to avoid both excessive
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vibration and movement of the enclosure during the acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle,
as seen in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Enclosure Placement in Vehicle
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4. Data Collection and Analysis
The thesis cannot show actual results due to the proprietary nature of the data. However, it
describes the methodology used for the collection and data analysis. The data analysis can be used
to determine variable effects in any large dataset regardless of application.

Data Collection and Storage
Each test session created a file that was stored by the PAMS, then accessed remotely later
using an access point. The beginning of a test session was defined by the “key on” signal when the
vehicle’s engine is started, and the end of a test session was defined as 15-minutes after the engine
has been “keyed off.” If the engine was restarted before the 15-minutes has expired, the session
remained active until the 15-minutes of no engine activity was achieved. Each test session
collected and wrote data from the sensors and the vehicle’s ECU in one file, while the GPS data
was stored in a separate file. These files were loaded into a proprietary program and merged
together for time-alignment between the ECU and PAMS data. The merged file was loaded into
Matlab but not all ECU variables were used for analysis. Only certain variables were selected
based on the Literature and CAFEE previous studies. These variables included engine speed,
engine torque, vehicle speed, intake temperature, EGR mass flow rate, oil temperature, coolant
temperature, fuel rate, transmission gear, accelerator pedal position, exhaust temperature, and all
the ambient condition variables collected by the PAMS. Each vector of a desired variable was
stored within a structure in Matlab using ‘dot-indexing’ and the structure was saved as a .mat file
for each test session.
To keep the data separated, each vehicle’s files were stored in a separate folder and the file
name contained the vehicle’s identification number, test session number, and date of testing. The
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data was separated into folders based on fuel and weather during the test session (e.g., rain, snow
etc.) as mentioned in the drivers reports.

Data Reduction
Certain data points were omitted during the fuel consumption analysis to avoid skewed
averages and correlations. This is because the ECU either significantly reduce or completely stop
fuel injection when the vehicle is travelling downhill (also known as engine cutoff). Therefore,
these data points should not be included in the analysis because the average fuel consumption rate
for similar conditions would be skewed toward zero if they were included. Engine cutoff were the
data points where the vehicle was moving at a cruising speed but there was zero fuel injection. It
can further be confirmed if sensor data (e.g., altitude or barometric pressure) shows that the vehicle
is travelling downhill. In the analysis for this work, the engine cutoff points were identified as
points where the vehicle speed was greater than 20 kilometers per hour and the ECU fuel rate was
equal to zero when rounded to 2 decimal points.
Data points for engine idling were also deleted because the fuel consumption during idling
may be affected by engine or cabin accessories. If analysis on both idling and constant engine
operation is desired, separate analyses should be conducted instead of including all points in one
analysis. Additionally, points with negative torque values were also omitted.
Finally, this study discarded the data acquired in days where it rained or snowed at any
point of the day because wet roads influence the friction coefficient on the tires, which would bias
the results. Therefore, only data acquired during days with dry roads were considered for analysis.
There were approximately 4.5 million data points collected per month for each vehicle.
Fifty-five percent of the total number of points was discarded after the data reduction procedures
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mentioned above. As a result, the analysis was based on approximately 2 million data points per
month for each vehicle.

Coefficient of Variation (COV)
For engines tested on a dynamometer, the variation in fuel consumption can be explained
mostly by the engine speed and load because most of the other variables are held constant.
However, for on-road testing, most variables cannot be held constant, so a significant variation in
the data is expected. Therefore, once the data is compiled, the amount of variability should be
determined for different conditions to determine where the least and most variation lies in the data.
The instantaneous fuel consumption rate should be separated into bins based on the route and then
by different combinations of engine speed and power. Then, the coefficient of variation (COV)
should be calculated for each bin using Equation (14):
COV =

σ
* 100%
μ

(14)

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation and 𝜇 is the mean of each bin.
A contour plot can be generated to visually determine where the highest and lowest COV
values are. This is important if the experiments need to determine small differences between
datasets because the regions with the lowest variation are the most likely regions to suggest a
difference with the highest confidence interval. Therefore, the data from sections with the lowest
variation should be examined first. This is especially helpful if the entire dataset is too large to be
analyzed all at once due to lack of processing power.
Figure 4.1 shows an example contour plot of the COV for the ECU broadcasted
instantaneous fuel consumption at different engine speed and power. The color bar on the right
side of the figure indicates the COV as a percentage for each bin. In this case, it shows that the
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regions with the lowest variability are in the high-power (>50%) regions and medium engine
speeds (1000 to 1400 RPM). It also shows that low-power regions have high COVs for any engine
speed except for idling (600 RPM).
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Figure 4.1: Example COV Contour Plot

Determining Data Concentration
In addition to COV, the number of data points for every engine speed and power combination
should be found and plotted using a contour plot similar to Figure 4.1. Areas with the largest
number of data points should be investigated first in the data analysis process. As data is excluded
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and separated into bins, the areas with the largest number of points are most likely to have a
statistically significant number of points after binning. Figure 4.2 is an example contour plot,
where the data was separated by engine speed and power and the number of data points was found,
which is indicated by the color bar on the right side. It shows that the greatest concentration of
points lies for engine power and speed between 300 and 450 HP and 1000 and 1700 RPM,
respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Number of Data Points Contour Plot Example
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Data Sampling
When computational capability is reduced, data samples should be analyzed rather than the
entire population, if the entire dataset is desired to be analyzed at one time. Sampling techniques
as those discussed in Section 2.3.1 can be used for datasets too large to be analyzed at once.

Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to each dataset to determine which
variables were having the most influence on the fuel consumption data. Therefore, in this work,
PCA was performed three times for each vehicle, one PCA for each month of testing. It allowed
the user to compare the effect of each variable on the variation for each dataset from month-tomonth. There are several different programs that can perform PCA, including JMP and Matlab. If
the number of rows in the dataset is greater than the capability of Excel, then Matlab should be
used because JMP uses an imported Excel file as its input. Matlab has several resources to help
users perform PCA. For this experiment, the “Analyze Quality of Life in U.S. Cities Using PCA”
example was used to develop a Matlab script to perform PCA [30]. However, PCA methods for
big data discussed in Section 2.4.2 should be used to formulate the Matlab script if the dataset is
too large for the computer memory.
The first PCA analysis should include all variables that will influence fuel consumption.
The only variables that should be discarded are the variables that do not influence engine operation
such as latitude, longitude, and odometer reading. The output of the first PCA should be a biplot
of the first two principal components with the variables labeled, as explained in “Analyze Quality
of Life in U.S. Cities Using PCA [30].” This will show which variables are most influential
because of the distance each variable’s respective point is from the origin. Figure 4.3 shows an
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example of a biplot, where variables 3, 9, and 10 are the most influential to the variation in the
dataset because they are the furthest away from the origin. However, these variables appear in
different quadrants. Variable 3 has a positive correlation with the first and second principal
components because it is located in the first quadrant. On the other hand, Variables 9 and 10 are
located in the third quadrant, which means these variables have negative correlations with the first
two principal components.
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Figure 4.3: PCA Biplot Example

Binning by Additional Variables
In addition to separating the data based on the route, engine speed, and power, the data was
separated by other variables using the PCA-analysis information, so that similar on-road operating
conditions could be compared. A range of values should be selected for each variable along with
a size for each bin. For example, the data can be separated by intake manifold temperature (IMT)
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between 10°C and 40°C in 5°C increments. Therefore, the first bin will contain the data from all
variables where the IMT is between 10°C and 15°C.
Each bin from the first variable bins can then be separated by another variable. Then, those
bins can be separated by an additional variable and so on. The number of variables the data can be
binned by is limited to the size of the data set. In this work, the data was binned by 3 additional
variables. In order to draw a statistically significant conclusion, there should be at least 40 data
points in the last bin to analyze [38]. Therefore, the variables and ranges selected for binning
should be carefully determined based on the number of points in the raw data set. For example, if
there are 1000 data points and separating the data into bins based on the IMT in 1°C increments
leaves 10 data points in each bin, then the increment should be increased to include more than 40
points in each bin.
The number of variables chosen for binning is limited depending on the total number of
data points, as shown in Equation (15):
m

xp = y 9 Ni

(15)

i=1

where xp is the total number of data points after data reduction, Ni is the number of bins for variable
i, m is the number of independent variables, and xp is the minimum statistically-significant number
of points per bin (y = 40 in this study). Therefore, if the number of independent variables m can be
determined based on 𝑁; . Equation (16) shows the value of m assuming the same number of bins
(N) for each variable:
m=

ln (xp / y)
ln (N)

(16)

As mentioned in Section 4.2, there were approximately 2-million usable data points per month per
vehicle. Assuming an arbitrary number of 10 bins per variable and a minimum of 40 points in each
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bin, m was calculated to be 4.699. The actual value of m must be rounded to the next lowest integer
because the number of variables cannot be fractional and the number of points in each bin would
be less than the minimum number of points in each bin. Therefore, the data can be binned by
maximum 4 variables.
If the range of values for variable i is small, the number of bins should also consider the
accuracy of the measuring instrument. For example, the barometric pressure sensor used in the
PAMS has an accuracy of ± 170 pascals. Therefore, the range of each bin should not be less than
340 pascals to ensure the true value will lie within the bounds of each bin.
As the number of bins for each variable is arbitrary, Eq. 3 shows that a lower number of
bins will increase m. This can be done using the results of the PCA analysis. The variables that are
most influential on the variation in the dataset should have a higher number of bins compared to
the variables that are less influential. This is because small changes in the most influential variables
will influence the data more than small changes in the less influential variables.
The procedure for binning the data in this work was developed in a Matlab environment
where for loops were used to cycle through each data point and if loops were used to assign a data
point for each variable into a bin based on its value and the range of values for the variable used
for binning. The number of bins must be selected rather than selecting the range for each bin
because of Matlab limitations. Structures were used to organize the data into bins because each
bin was easily accessible for analysis using dot-indexing. Figure 4.4 shows a visualization of the
structures for data binned by two variables and 3 bins per variable.
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Figure 4.4: Visualization of Binned Matlab Structure

Comparing Data Sets

4.8.1 Principal Component Analysis
The PCA should be repeated with all variables included after the data has been separated
into bins. This will reduce the variability of the most influential variables and allow the user to
determine if small changes in those values greatly affect the data. There will be the same number
of biplots as there are combinations of bins. If the distance between the origin and a variable’s
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point is much smaller than other variables in the biplot, then those variables should be omitted
from the next completion of PCA. This is because it indicates that changes in those variables are
not influencing the variation of the dataset as much as the other variables. However, the variable
of interest should always be included in the PCA, which in this case was the ECU’s broadcasted
fuel rate. This process should be repeated at the user’s discretion until a desired number of
influential variables is obtained.
For each completion of PCA, in addition to the biplot, the first 2 or 3 principal components
should be plotted against each other for each dataset and for each vehicle. For example, comparing
the first two or three principal components from each month of testing will show if there is a
difference between datasets based on the variables included in the PCA. This is because the
principal components are calculated based on the correlation between variables. Therefore, if the
correlations are similar, the principal components will be similar. However, if there is a difference
between the correlations, the principal components will be different and will show a separation
between datasets. In other words, it will not define whether one dataset is better or worse than the
other, but it will show if there is a difference that should be investigated further.
Ideally, if the fuel made a difference on the fuel consumption, the principal components
for the two months where Fuel A was used would be clustered together, while the principal
components for the month where Fuel B was used would be displayed as a separate cluster away
from the other two clusters. An example of separation is shown as Figure 2.2.1 in Section 2.4.1. If
there is no separation, then the principal components from each dataset will all be clustered
together. Figure 4.5 shows an example of principal components that do not separate, where each
color symbolizes a different dataset.
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Figure 4.5: Principal Component Comparison Without Separation

The PCA completed for all combinations of bins should be repeated until there is separation
between principal components for the different datasets. If the datasets do not completely separate
using PCA, the difference between datasets may be too small for the PCA to capture.

4.8.2 Percent Difference
The percent difference method begins by calculating the averages and standard deviations
of all variables for each bin in each data set. After these calculations are made, the averages of a
variable from one dataset can be compared to another dataset. The percent difference between the
average of one dataset and the average of a second dataset can be found using Equation (17):
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% Difference =

μ2 - μ1
* 100%
μ1

(17)

where µ1 and µ2 are the averages of the first and second datasets, respectively. In this case, the first
dataset is the reference, so the percent difference will show whether or not the second dataset
shows a larger or smaller value than the first dataset for a specified variable. The averages must
only be compared if they are from the same bin in each dataset. Therefore, all bins that are not
shared between datasets should be omitted.
There will be thousands of bins if the data is binned by several variables, especially if each
bin’s range is narrow. All these bins need to be compared to draw a conclusion, which can be very
difficult without using a visual aid. After the percent differences for each bin between two datasets
is calculated, a histogram should be generated to determine if there is a trend for the difference
between datasets.
Figure 4.6 shows an example of a histogram of the percent differences of a variable for
many bins, which shows that the second dataset’s average values are higher than the first dataset’s
averages values for an arbitrary variable. This is because the distribution is skewed such that there
are more bins that show a positive percent difference than a negative percent difference. On the
other hand, Figure 4.7 shows the opposite scenario, where the second dataset’s average values are
smaller than the first dataset’s average values for an arbitrary variable because there are more bins
with a negative percent difference than a positive percent difference. Finally, Figure 4.8 shows a
situation where there is no difference between the averages of each dataset for an arbitrary variable
because the percent differences are normally distributed and are centered at zero.
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Figure 4.7: Negative Percent Difference Histogram Example
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Figure 4.8: Zero Percent Difference Histogram Example

The number of percent difference values above and below zero should be counted as part of
the analysis of the distribution. These counts are used to determine whether or not the difference
between datasets is statistically significant. The percentage of values above and below zero should
be calculated to determine the proportion of positive and negative percent differences for the
distribution. Then, a normal model can be applied to determine statistical significance as long as
the following conditions are met [38]:
1. The data has been selected at random
2. There must be at least 10 possible “successes” and “failures”
3. The sample size must be less than 10% of the population size
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To satisfy the first condition, the data should be collected such that the value each point is not
dependent on other values. For this work, this condition was satisfied because each data point is
independent of one another.
The ten possible “successes” and “failures” for the second condition are calculated based on
the proportions that are considered a “success” or a “failure.” For example, the successful
proportion (p) for fuel consumption data is the proportion of bins that showed a negative percent
difference of the test fuel compared to the baseline fuel. This is because a negative percent
difference infers lower fuel consumption for the test fuel. On the contrary, the failure proportion
(q) for fuel consumption data is the proportion of bins that showed a positive percent difference of
the test fuel compared to the baseline fuel. Therefore, in order to satisfy condition 2 the number
“successes” and “failures” should be calculated using Equations (18) and (19):
n· p ≥ 10

(18)

n· q ≥ 10

(19)

where n is the population size [38]. This means that should be at least ten possible successes and
failures based on the success and failure proportions and the population size.
Finally, to fully satisfy the third condition, the data from each bin should be randomly
sampled and the sample should be used to calculate the mean of each bin. The sample should be
less than 10% of the population [38]. However, in this work, the entirety of each bin was used to
calculate the mean because these were considered as samples from all possible data points that
could be collected.
The percentage of bins with positive and negative percent differences should be calculated
if the three conditions are met and the normal model can be applied. The proportion that is higher
should be used to determine if the difference between datasets is statistically significant. This
proportion is referred to as P. This proportion should be compared to the proportions of a perfectly
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normal distribution that shows no difference between datasets. In this case, a perfectly normal
distribution would have 50% of the points below zero and 50% above zero. Therefore, p and q
would be equal to 0.5. The standard deviation (SD) of a normal distribution of proportions can be
found using Equation (20) [38]:
SD = <

pq
n

(20)

Then, the z-score can be calculated using Equation (21) [38]:
z=

𝑃-p
SD

(21)

The z-score can then be used to determine the P-value, which determines statistical significance
based on a user-determined limit. In this work, the P-value limit was 0.05. In other words, a
conclusion was considered statistically significant if the P-value was less than 0.05. The P-value
can be determined using a normal distribution calculator, where the mean and standard deviations
are set at 0 and 1, respectively. The P-value is the probability that the actual value is above the zscore.

Binning Based on Shape of Distribution
If the binning and comparison techniques described in Sections 4.7 and 4.8 do not show a
difference between datasets, there may not be a difference, or other techniques should be employed
to separate the data. The data from each vehicle for each segment of testing should be binned first
by route, engine power and engine speed. The ranges of power and engine speed should include
the full range of possible values for these variables.

4.9.1 Binning Assuming a Normal Distribution
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After binning by route, power, and engine speed, the data should be separated based on
additional variables chosen based on the PCA, and the range of values available for binning should
be based on a 95% confidence interval assuming a normal distribution. This means that the mean
and standard deviation of each desired variable should be calculated for each bin. This method will
prevent outliers from influencing the data analysis.
The lower and upper bounds for the range of values for each desired variable should be found
by subtracting and adding two standard deviations to the mean, respectively. These values should
be rounded to the nearest integer or multiple of ten for simplicity. However, each segment of
testing could potentially result in different ranges for a given variable. Therefore, the largest lower
bound and the smallest upper bound should be selected as the common range for all segments for
each vehicle.
After the range is determined, it should be segmented based on the desired number of bins.
Next, the data should be binned based on this range for the desired variable. As an example, the
first desired variable is the IMT. For one bin for an arbitrary combination of route, engine power
and engine speed, the average IMT was 30°C and the standard deviation was 10°C. Then, the 95%
confidence interval range of values for the IMT would be 10°C to 50°C. If the number of bins
desired is ten, then the bins for the IMT would each contain a range of 4°C. Then, all variables
should be separated into these bins based on the values of IMT. The process should be repeated
for each additional desired variable.

4.9.2 Binning Accounting for Shape of Distribution
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This method for determining the range for a desired variable can be used as a starting point.
However, the range may not be optimal if a significant number of data points was lost during the
binning process. Taking into account the shape of each desired variable’s distribution, rather than
assuming a normal distribution, can help optimize the range for each chosen variable for binning.
But, plotting a histogram for each bin combination and determining its shape is not feasible when
there are thousands of bin combinations. There are two factors, however, that provide a numerical
value for the shape of the distribution: kurtosis and skewness.
The kurtosis of a distribution is the sharpness of its peak. For example, the kurtosis of the
distribution in Figure 4.9 (3.35) is lower than the kurtosis of the distribution in Figure 4.10 (580).
Therefore, the kurtosis of a distribution can be used to identify uniform or very narrow
distributions. For this work, Matlab’s kurtosis function was used to determine the kurtosis of the
distribution of a desired variable for each bin combination. For this function, a value of 3 indicates
a perfectly normal distribution. A value less than 3 indicates a more uniform than normal
distribution, while a value greater than 3 indicates a narrower than normal distribution.
The skewness of a distribution determines how far the center of the distribution strays from
the center of the range of values in the distribution. Matlab’s skewness function was used in this
work to identify the skewness of the distribution of each bin. The skewness function returns a value
of zero if the distribution is perfectly centered. However, the value is negative if the data is
concentrated to the right of the center and the value is positive if the data is concentrated to the left
of the center. For example, the skewness of Figure 4.9 is negative (-0.63), while the skewness of
Figure 4.10 is positive (15.97).
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Therefore, the kurtosis and skewness values can be used to optimize the binning range for each
desired variable since these values describe the shape of the distributions, hence the number of
bins for variable i can decrease. For example, after the data was binned by route, engine power
and engine speed, the kurtosis and skewness of the distribution for the first desired variable in each
bin combination was calculated. The range was determined using a 95% confidence interval, as
previously discussed, if the kurtosis and skewness values indicated a nearly normal and centered
distribution. However, assuming a nearly centered distribution, if the kurtosis value was much
lower than 3, the range should be widened because the distribution is more uniformly distributed
across the range of possible values. For example, the range can be widened such that the lower and
upper bounds of the range are three standard deviations from the mean if the kurtosis value is 1.
On the other hand, the range can be narrowed if the kurtosis value is greater than 3 because the
points are concentrated in one area. For example, the range can be narrowed such that the lower
and upper bounds of the range are only one standard deviation from the mean if the kurtosis value
is 5.
However, the mean is not representative as the center of a distribution if the distribution is
skewed. The median should be used as the center of the distribution if it is skewed in either
direction [38]. Therefore, the skewness value can be used to determine if the median should be
used as the center of the range instead of the mean. If the magnitude of the skewness value is
approximately zero, the mean should be used as the center of the range. On the other hand, the
median should be used as the center of the range if the magnitude of the skewness value is larger
than zero.
The skewness of a distribution can also be used to optimize the range. If the magnitude of the
skewness value is larger than zero, then the range can be determined such that the upper and lower
bounds are not the same distance away from the median. Figure 4.11 shows an example of a
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distribution, where the properties of the distribution can be found in Table 4.1. The median should
be considered as the center of this distribution since the skewness value is greater than zero. Then,
the upper bound should be closer to the median than the lower bound because the data is more
concentrated on the right side of the median than the left side of the median. The exact distances
can be determined at the user’s discretion, but the total range of values should be considered. For
example, in Figure 4.11, the upper bound of the range was selected as one standard deviation away
from the median because that value captures all the data points above the median, where there was
a high concentration of data points. The lower range was selected as two standard deviations away
from the median because the kurtosis value was larger than 3, so it is known that most of the data
is concentrated around the median. However, because the distribution is skewed, two standard
deviations from the median ensures that most of the data is captured, while removing outliers that
are far away from the median.
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Figure 4.11: Example of Range Optimization for Skewness

Table 4.1: Properties of the Distribution in Figure 4.11
Mean

1382

Median

1536

Standard Deviation

437

Kurtosis

4.99

Skewness

-1.79

It is important to remember that a common range must be established for each segment of
testing in order to compare bins between route segments. Therefore, for each desired variable for
binning, the mean, median, standard deviation, kurtosis, and skewness values should be calculated
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for each test segment. The averages of these values should be calculated for each vehicle to obtain
representative values for all test segments for each vehicle. These values can also be rounded for
simplicity. Then, the range can be determined based on the average kurtosis and skewness values.
After the range is selected, a number of bins should be selected, and the width of each bin can
be calculated. It is important to remember that the size of the bin should not be smaller than the
accuracy of the measurement device as discussed in Section 4.7. Then, the data from all the other
variables can be placed into these bins based on the value of the desired variable, exactly as it was
explained at the end of Section 4.9.1. This process can be repeated for as many variables as
possible, as calculated using the equations in Section 4.7.
After the binning is completed for each segment of testing and each vehicle, the bins should
be compared using the percent differences of the averages between bins from different test
segments as described in Section 4.8.2.
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5. Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations for Future Work
Summary and Conclusions
This study described a method to determine fuel consumption differences between two
fuels. Three vehicles (two test vehicles and one control vehicle) were operated over a period of
three months. The test vehicles used the baseline fuel for the first and third months and used the
test fuel during the second month. The control truck used the baseline fuel for the duration of
testing. Positive-displacement flow meters (KRAL Model OME13 Compact) were used to
measure the actual fuel consumption and compare it with the one estimated by the ECU. A torque
meter (Accumetrics Model AT4500) measured the driveshaft torque. A portal activity monitoring
system (PAMS) gathered and stored GPS and ambient conditions data. The PAMS also stored the
ECU, flow meter, and torque meter data.
The data was binned based on variables that had the most influence on the data, which were
determined using principal component analysis (PCA), and the average ECU fuel rate was
compared for each bin for each fuel. The bins were compared by calculating the percent difference
between the average fuel rate of each bin, for all data points in a particular period of time or based
on routes. The results were tested for statistical significance using the proportions of bins above
and below zero and comparing to proportions of a perfectly centered distribution. The z-scores and
respective P-values were calculated, and the results were considered statistically significant if the
P-value was below 0.05. The exact results could not be revealed here due to the proprietary nature
of the testing. However, this study described the methodology used to collect and analyze the data.

The main conclusions from this study were:
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•

Each month of testing provided approximately 4.5-million data points per vehicle, recorded
at a frequency of 10 Hz. Data reduction significantly decreased the total number of data
points to approximately 2-million per month and per vehicle (i.e., 55% of recorded points
were discarded). Specifically, the analysis removed engine cutoff points, idling points, and
data from days where it rained or snowed. As less than 1% of the possible bins contained
at least 40 data points for any route, more testing should have been conducted to gather
more data points.

•

This study was conducted from October 2018 through January 2019. Therefore, there were
significant temperature differences over the months of testing. This proved to be a major
cause of reducing available bins for comparison because the ambient temperature was not
comparable from month-to-month.

•

The routes had an effect on the number of bins available for analysis. The routes with many
hills had the fewest number of bins available for analysis due to the removal of the engine
cutoff points. The route that provided 95% highway data (Route 2 in Table 3.4) allowed
the greatest number of bins with more than 3,000 bins available for comparison. However,
most of these bins originated from the segment of the route between Morgantown, WV and
Clarksburg, WV, where the hills are not as steep as the rest of the route.

•

A large number of bins provides a large number of engine operating conditions available
for comparison, so it is more likely that a statistically significant conclusion can be drawn
from the data.

•

PCA identified the variables that have the most influence on the variation in a dataset. It
also helped to find the variables that have little influence on the variation, so these variables
could be neglected in the binning process. PCA was also useful for determining if there
was a difference between datasets based on the variables included in the analysis.
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•

Since fuel consumption is dependent on many variables, binning the data by the most
influential variables reduced the variation in fuel consumption between the data points
inside a bin. Comparing these bins between segments of testing allowed for statisticallysignificant conclusions to be drawn.

•

The kurtosis and skewness indicated the shape of the data points distribution inside a bin
without having to plot a histogram. These parameters are useful for determining the range
of values for a variable that is to be used for binning. However, the kurtosis and skewness
values can be assumed for certain engine operation parameters. For example, for data
binned by route, it can be assumed that the vehicle speed for any given route will have a
kurtosis value greater than 3. This is because there will not be a lot of variation in speed
for a given route, so the vehicle speed distribution will be narrower than normal. On the
other hand, it can be assumed that the distribution of ambient temperature has a kurtosis
value less than 3. This is because the ambient temperature will fluctuate throughout testing
and will have a wider than normal distribution. The skewness values of both of these
parameters can be assumed to be zero.

•

The flow meters could not be used for instantaneous fuel consumption values because the
time alignment between the ECU command and the flow meter reading varied with many
parameters such as fuel temperature, fuel pressure inside the multiple delivery and return
lines, fuel filter characteristics, engine operating conditions, etc. Therefore, the data from
the flow meters was integrated over longer period of times then compared to the ECU
values. As the average percent difference of the daily fuel consumption between the ECU
and flow meter was approximately 2.5%, the flow meter data confirmed that the ECU data
was accurate.
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•

The preliminary testing for the flow meters showed a 0.04% difference between the fuel
consumption according to flow meters and the ECU for a single FTP engine cycle. More
FTP cycles should have been completed to confirm this low percent difference value.

•

The flow meters were sensitive to debris inside fuel lines that may prevent the rotation of
the internal screws used to calculate the volumetric flow rate of the fuel. If the screws did
not rotate, the fuel was still able to travel through the flow meter, but the volumetric flow
rate showed a value of zero. Therefore, a mesh filter should be used to remove any debris
prior to entering the flow meters.

•

The torque meter added additional insight to the actual engine output torque as the torque
is not typically measured or broadcasted by the ECU. However, it was extremely sensitive
to excessive vibration experienced during on-road testing. There were instances when
excessive vibration resulted in the failure of the brass ring and electrical connections
between the strain gage and transmitter. However, on some occasions, the receiver
indicated proper data collection, but the failed electrical connections between the strain
gage and transmitter produced unusable data. Therefore, the data from the torque meter
had to be checked daily to ensure proper operation.

•

Even though the transmitter was mounted as closely as possible to the transmission end of
the driveshaft to minimize lateral movement, some lateral movement was inevitable. This
movement caused the transmitter to occasionally come into contact with the ring, which
caused failure of the strap that held the transmitter around the driveshaft. Since the strap is
the only mechanism holding the transmitter to the driveshaft, the centrifugal forces will
eject the transmitter from the driveshaft if the strap fails. Therefore, the condition of the
strap had to be monitored daily to determine if it was deteriorating.
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•

The strain gage for the torque meter withstood the excessive vibration and all ambient
conditions for the duration of testing using the fiberglass-cloth installation procedure with
the AE-10 adhesive discussed in Section 3.6.4.2. Therefore, this strain gage installation
method is suitable for on-road testing.

Recommendations for Future Work
This study suggested that while stringent requirements should be imposed to limit data
variability, testing should be completed for a longer period of time and include more fuel
switching. Longer testing will also provide points for a larger range of ambient temperatures,
which will allow for more bins available for comparison between test segments. Testing should
also occur in a dry climate to avoid losing data points because of rain. Additionally, if on-road
testing is necessary, the routes selected for testing should avoid grade changes to avoid losing data
points due to engine cutoff.
In future works, it is recommended to use the exact same make, model, and model year
vehicles for all vehicles. In this work, the control vehicle was newer than the test vehicles, but was
the same make and model, so it was deemed acceptable. However, the control vehicle’s results
were not consistent with the test vehicles’ results when data analysis was completed. It could not
be determined if the differences were due to the control vehicle not being the same model year
and/or its engine having a higher power rating than the test vehicles. Therefore, the control vehicle
could have had differences in operation that could not be compared to the test vehicles.
The results recommended the use of flow meters for future work. This particular flow meter
model functioned reliably with little maintenance and it was easily integrated into the data
acquisition system. The additional fuel meter display was very useful because it allowed the user
to observe the data being collected in real time from both flow meters. If using a filter is not used
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as discussed in the previous section, the flow meter activity should be checked daily to ensure the
screws are rotating. The screws should be removed and cleaned with a lubricating detergent, such
as WD-40, if the screws are not turning.
The particular torque meter used in this study is not recommended for on-road data
collection because of its sensitivity to vibration. However, if it is the only option, the condition of
the strap should be closely monitored, and if there is evidence that the strap has been rubbing on
the brass ring, a new strap should be ordered and adjustment of the placement of the ring should
be considered. Also, the brass ring should be mounted in a way such that the ring can move
laterally with the driveshaft to avoid any contact with the transmitter.
During analysis of the torque meter data, it was realized that any trends observed in the
data could not be validated because the strain gage calibration was only completed at the beginning
of testing. Consequently, it could not be determined whether or not the strain gage signal changed
or remained the same for similar torque values throughout testing. It is recommended that the strain
gage calibration is completed periodically throughout testing in order to have confidence in any
trends that may be observed.
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